
Energ.v
The energy of a body is a measure of the capacrty which the body has to do work.
When a force does work on a body it changes the energy of the body. Energy can
exist in a number of forms, but we shall consider two main types: kinetic energy (KE)
and potential energy (PE).

Kinetic Energy

The kinetic energy of a body is that energy which it possesses by virtue of its motion.
When a force does work on a body so as to increase its speed, then the work done is a
measure of the increase in the kinetic energy of the body.

The kinetic energy of a body of mass m kg moving with velocity .r, ms-t is given by

KE:%mv2joules

The work done by a constant force F N, acting on a body of mass 
- 

kg, travelling
with an initial velocity u ms'I, and after moving a distance s metres has a speed'n 

-r't,'-, gives rise to the following expression:

work done : o";lf 
; 

Initiat KE

E6 A constant force pushes a body of mass 5009 in a straight line across a smooth
horizontal surface. The body passes through. a point A with speed 3ms-r, and
later, through a point B with a speed of 5ms-', point B being 3m from A. For
the motion of the body from A to B, find
(a) the increase in KE of the body,
(b) the work done by the force,
(c) the magnitude of the force.

Eil- A and B are two points 6mapart on a horizontal surface. A particle of mass
4009 passes through A with a speed of 8ms-r, and through B with a speed of
5ms-'. The resistance against which the particle moves is constant in
magnitude. For the motion of the particle from A to B, find
(a) the loss in KE of the particle,
(b) the work done against the resistances,
(c) the magnitude of the resistance.





Potential Enerry

The potential energy of a body is that energy it possesses by virtue of its position.
When a body of mass m kg is raised vertically a distance h metres, the work done
against gravity is

PE: mgh joules

The work done against gravity is a measure of the increase in the potential energy of
the body, ie the capacity of the body to do work is increased.
When a body is lowered vertically its potential energy is decreased.
There is no zero of potential energy, although an arbitrary level may be used from
which changes in the PE of a body may be measured.

Eg8 Calculate the gravitational PE, relative to the reference level OA, for each of the
objects shown

(a) O6kg o
:
i. l.2m
: O 2ks. ...''60o

-

Exercise 3B Pg 67 Q's 1& 2 if you wish, then the rest.

Conservation of enerry
When a particle is moving freely under gravity, its total energy is constant so that at
any instant,

Loss in PE : Gain in KE

Egg Tarzan is about to swing through the jungle on a vine of length 15m. Initially
the vine makes an angle of 60o to the horizontal. If he weighs 90kg, find
(a) the decrease in his PE when the vine has reached the vertical,
(b) his KE and hence his speed when the vine is vertical.

Change of energy of a particle
If the energy possessed by a particle changes during the motion being considered it

._-,/ must be as a result of some force doing work on that particle.
If a resistance is acting on the particle, the resistance is working against the motion
and will cause a loss of energy.

1.e. PE lost : KE gained + wd against resistances
or KE lost : PE gained + wd against resistances

Eg10 From the point A situated at the bottom of a rough inclined plane, a body is
projected with a speed of 5.6ms-r along and up a line of greatest slope. The
plane is inclined attan'r(4l3) to the horizontal. If [r: 417 andthe body first
comes to rest at a point B, find, by energy considerations, the distance AB.

Eel1 A cyclist reaches the top of a hill with a speed of 4ms-1. He descends 40m and
then ascends 35m to the top of the next incline. His speed is now 3ms-1. The
cyclist and his bike have a combined mass of 90kg. The total distance he
travels from the top of the first incline to the top of the next is 750m and there
is a constant resistance to motion of 15N. Find the work done bv the cvclist.
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